One of John Murdoch's most influential contributions to the study of medieval science has been to expand our understanding of the specific intellectual contexts in which medieval ideas about the natural world were located. Long before the concept of intertextuality became fashionable, Murdoch's detailed empirical study of the concerns, arguments, and methods of scholastic sciences demonstrated their ties to, indeed their integration with, the concerns, arguments, and methods of philosophy and theology. Without a grasp of these intellectual contexts, modern scholars are in danger of misconstruing (or missing altogether) the medieval meaning and importance of specific developments in scientific theory or approach:
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The intimate relations among such concerns are an example of what Murdoch calls the "unitary character of late medieval learning"; they have their foundation in the curriculum and milieu of universities, which promoted a complicated conversation within and among the arts, theology, medicine, and law. Although texts are the immediate context in which this unity is grounded, Murdoch has suggested that the institutions that frame it and the relations among the persons who enacted it have a bearing on its particular character. Within the court itself, however, resides evidence of a serious exchange about the nature and role of astral sciences. Furthermore, this conversation reveals cultural and political roles for academic philosophy that extend beyond the simple deployment of horoscopes and elections. Though we have little direct record of their words, Oresme's adversaries were not silent.
